Expression 2012

A Touch of Color “Match”…
At SABIC Innovative Plastics, we’re passionate about delivering unique material and color solutions, and working side by side with our customers to transform new ideas into reality.

Our European ColorXpress team is pleased to share its continuous vision on aesthetic trends with a focus on our capability and services.

Let our choices inspire you...
ColorXpress Europe, making a difference

Citius, Altius, Fortius...

That’s the spirit. Always strive for the highest standard.

That’s how we do it...

• With Knowledge of Decennia
• With Worldwide Capability
• With Flexibility in Services
• With Passionate People

Accelerated, Elevated, Dedicated
In Surface Decoration

Advantages and Features

- Direct decoration into specific polymers
- Coating required for Lexan and Cycoloy
- Can replace paint
- Recyclable
- Personalization and Customization
- Special effects possibilities with different Batch colors and coatings

Sabic-IP Polymers for ISD
Lexan* EXL1414,
Cycoloy* C1200HF
IQ Valox* and Xenoy*
Victory in Colors

Scattered Camouflage

Hiding power and color, don’t limit yourself. Every single color can be a winner.

Colorized Diffusion in Lexan*
COLOR SYMPHONY

Vividious
Healthcare Cyclooy®

Earth Stone
Multi Purpose
Lexan® Neutral grey

Riorange
High viscosity Flame Retardant Lexan®

Retro Morph
Automotive glazing in
Lexan® GLX

Clear Balance
Neutral white in
Biocompatible Lexan®
VEO, NO VEO

Now you see it, now you don’t…
Let yourself be surprised by the unexpected. Identical surface colors changed by light.

- Transparency
  Lexan* High flow

- Illusive Growan

- Translucid
  Lexan* FX Diffusion

- Cloudy Azur

- Mimicry
  Lexan* FX Lustre

- Velvet Magenta
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THE MATERIALS, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF SABIC INNOVATIVE PLASTICS HOLDING BV, ITS SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES ("SELLER"), ARE SOLD SUBJECT TO SELLER’S STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE, WHICH CAN BE FOUND AT http://www.sabic-ip.com AND ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.ALTHOUGH ANY INFORMATION OR RECOMMENDATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS GIVEN IN GOOD FAITH, SELLER MAKES NO WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, (i) THAT THE RESULTS DESCRIBED HEREIN WILL BE OBTAINED UNDER END-USE CONDITIONS, OR (ii) AS TO THE EFFECTIVENESS OR SAFETY OF ANY DESIGN INCORPORATING SELLER’S PRODUCTS, SERVICES OR RECOMMENDATIONS. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SELLER’S STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE, SELLER SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS RESULTING FROM ANY USE OF ITS PRODUCTS OR SERVICES DESCRIBED HEREIN. Each user is responsible for making its own determination as to the suitability of Seller’s products, services or recommendations for the user’s particular use through appropriate end-use testing and analysis. Nothing in any document or oral statement shall be deemed to alter or waive any provision of Seller’s Standard Conditions of Sale or this Disclaimer, unless it is specifically agreed to in a writing signed by Seller. No statement by Seller concerning a possible use of any product, service or design is intended, or should be construed, to grant any license under any patent or other intellectual property right of Seller or as a recommendation for the use of such product, service or design in a manner that infringes any patent or other intellectual property right.
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